Bella Electric Strings Travel Rider for Trio
PA SYSTEM
A high quality PA System is required. The system must be capable of delivering a clean and undistorted
sound, with a uniform coverage of the venue, including balconies or similar seating.
The PA system must have an effective frequency response of 25HZ to 20KHZ at sound levels reaching
approximately 110dB A. The PA size may be based on event size and attendance.
Bella Strings will normally provide their own mixer. A Left/Right XLR output will be sent to the PA
system. All cabling to the PA system are to be provided by sound company. 6 input channels of snake or
cable, and 2 returns are needed to the mix site. AC power and XLR’s are to be run to each artist’s location
based on the stage plot. 3 straight stands shall be provided by the sound company. There will need to be a
minimum 4’ shaded space provided for Bella Strings sound tech to set up computer system and mixing
console.
WIRELESS
Instrument wireless and In Ear Monitoring system will be provided by Bella Strings. Wireless frequencies
ranges are as follows.
4 Sennheiser EW 300 G2 IEM’s 1@ A range 500
3@ B range 600
4 Sennheiser EW 100 G2 Instrument Wireless 3@ A range 500
1@ B range 600
LIGHTING
If it is there is no theatrical lighting at the venue, a suitable professional lighting system shall be provided.
A minimum of eight par cans (four per side) with a lighting controller shall be provided. A professional
lighting tech capable of rigging and running the lighting system shall also be provided.
SOUND CHECK
The complete sound and lighting system must be up and running upon arrival of the artists. Sound check
will begin 11⁄2 hours before the opening of doors unless otherwise agreed upon by Bella Strings group
leader. No interruptions are to occur during sound check. A qualified system engineer shall be present
during sound check.
TRAVEL
Four (4) plane tickets are to be booked for a non-stop flight, unless otherwise approved by Bella Strings
group leader. The reason for this is that we travel with expensive delicate equipment and have had
baggage issues in the past. Any extra baggage check costs are to be paid for by the client. Preferred
airlines are Southwest or Virgin America. All ground transportation to and from airport, and hotel to
venue must be provided including tips.
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Bella Electric Strings Travel Rider for Trio
HOTELS
All provided hotels must be at least at the four (4) star level. Accommodations to include four (4) single
NON-SMOKING rooms – each room with private bath, toilet and telephone. Hotels must have a
restaurant and safe parking on the premises and be within a reasonable distance to the venue.
ON SITE REQUIREMENTS
The client shall provide a suitable private green room/staging area for Bella to include (4) chairs and a
table, lighting and power outlets, (3) mirrors or one large mirror and enough space for (3) people to do
hair and make up. The area shall also be maintained at a comfortable temperature. The client shall provide
a minimum of (8) 12oz. bottles of water, assorted sodas, and assorted snacks (cheese, crackers, fruits,
veggies, cookies, candy, etc...) for (4) people. If the event requires that Bella be there for longer than (4)
hours including sound check, and setup time, up to (4) suitable hot meals shall be provided instead, with
(1) vegan (no cheese or animal products) meal when needed.
MISC
Bella Strings plays a wide variety of events with various staging scenarios. Many of them are outside. A
reasonable attempt must be made to protect the artists and the mix site from extreme cold or heat. Safety
must always be considered in regards to performance locations.
Any changes made to the sound rider must be pre-approved by the Bella Strings group leader. All
inquiries and questions regarding production and sound may be addressed to our Sound Tech/Tour
Managers:
David King

702-807-3858

daveking33@yahoo.com

John Meanor

702-862-9545

mistameanoraudio@gmail.com

Douglas Taylor

702-496-2458

lvsoundgroup@yahoo.com
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